Oaks Pinnacle
The Pinnacle
1. ?????? 6a+?
Start sitting just right of the arête with left hand on a
layaway and right on an low undercut. Climb up the wall not
using the arête for hands or feet.
2. Black Back Sit Start 5
From a sit start climb the right side of the arête finishing up
the nice curving flake at the top. Starting standing is 4
3. Social Edge 6c+
Climb the left side of the arête from a sit start with left on
the rail and right hand on the arête. From a standing start
it's Right Arête 2.
4. Central Dilemma 7b
Sit start with both hands low on the left hand side of the rail
and eliminating the low ledge shelf. Make a series of
difficult moves to get stood on the face and up the centre of
the wall with difficulty. Standing start it's Central Route 4.
5. Left Arête Sit Start? 7a
Start sat with the left hand on the arête and right on a flake
and eliminating the low ledge shelf. Make a series of tricky
lock off to get established and then climb up the right side
of the left arête. Starting from standing is Left Arête 4
6. Edge of Desire 7a+
From a sit start with the right hand on the arête and left on
a small ripple and eliminating the low side wall and shelf.
Make a tricky pull on and slap up to the good flakes. Finish
up the left hand side of the arête.

7. Left Face Sit Start 6a?
Sit start with both hands in the low break and climb up and
out onto the face and right side of the arête. Finish by
climbing directly after the break or rocking onto the large
ledge. Starting from standing and climbing directly is Left
Face 4.
8. 5
From a sitting start on the ledge climb up the overhanging
left side of the arête to mantle onto the large ledge above.

About 8m's to the left is a small hidden
cave and flat rock, that both seems to hold
more problems than they clearly should.
9. Clint's Cave 6b
Sit start inside and using a break and a
foot jam, reach out and then top out on
slopers. A poor extension can be done
adding a couple of moves, by starting at
the left hand side of the starting break and
traversing in; Clints Cave Extension 6b+
10. Clint's Dirty Lip 7a
Start sat as for clint's cave, as you come
out to the lip traverse left along the lip and
then move up and left towards a left leaning fault line with a good sidepull, top out to the
left of and not using the over hanging rock. The extension start is no more difficult.

11. Clint's Dirty Direct 7a+
Start sitting at the left hand Side of the low break, climb directly out via an undercut side
pull flake and heel toe jam, to finish as for Clint's Dirty Lip.
12. Flat Rock Right Hand 4+
SIt start on the block underneath reach up and traverse the lip and finish mantling the
nose.

13. Flat Rock 6a+
Start sat on the block and climb the projecting overhanging roof via good holds to mantleshelf on to its flat summit. Starting matched on the low good double edge and climbing the
roof, eliminating the low block for feet is Flat Feet 6b.
14. Flat Feet Super Direct 6c+?
An eliminate starting matched on the low double edge. Eliminating the low block for feet
and vague left arête: Lock over to the slightly sloping edge with the left and then pop to the
lip of the boulder with the right. Mantle to finish.
15. The Leicestershire Sword (Flat Rock Left Hand) 6c+/7a
At the left hand side of the large roof start sitting on top of the large boulder with the left on
a slopey crimp and right hand on the undercut sidepull. Use your heel to gain the crimps
and good holds on the underside of the overhang. Reach the lip and mantle to Finish.
16. The Scabbard (Flat Rock Left Hand Variation) 6b+
Start sat as for Flat Rock Left Hand but escape early to the lip and mantle out.
Isolated Pinnacle.
Further on along the rocky ridge line towards the lodge and hidden behind some trees is a
small pinnacle of rock. No photo topo and the lines need checking.
Isolated Pinnacle Right Face 5
Start sitting and climb up the more slabby right side of the pinnacle
Isolated Pinnacle Left Face 5
From a sit start climb up the left side of the pinnacle.

Johnny's Variation 5+
Start sitting from a similar position and climb up onto a shelf eliminating the right arête.
Johnny's Problem 5+
Start sat up on the shelf and climb the wall just left of the back arête.

